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Gradient Sonority and Harmonic Foot Repair in English Syncope*

Patricia E. Pérez

1. Introduction.
The interaction between the syllabification and the footing of a word is a very

interdependent one. It has generally been thought that syllables are built from
segments and feet are built from syllables. So, the foot structure of a word is
dependent on its syllable structure. In turn, since stress is assigned through feet,
syllables not only affect a word's feet -they affect it's stress pattern.

What would happen, then, if a word was syllabified incorrectly?
Undoubtedly, this could alter the representation of the word's footing. Stress
assignment would then be affected resulting in a possibly ungrammatical
representation of the word. Any theory that describes the syllabification and footing
processes of a language must make sure that ungrammatical representations are not
generated.

In this paper, I will describe the syncopation process in English in terms of
syllabification and footing. Here, 'syncopated' refers to words that have had a medial
vowel deleted (postlexically) from them resulting in shorter words.1 I will only
consider words in which the vowel is deleted in casual speech (from careful speech
forms) as opposed to words whose vowels are deleted as a result of morphological
affixation. For example, the word "separate" is [sEparat] in careful speech, but [sEprat]
in casual and fast speech.

In the first part of the paper, I will show that syllabification of these forms
follows a rule that is similar, but not equal, to the rule that applies to unsyncopated
forms. This rule focuses on the consonant clusters that are created by the medial
vowel deletion. While governed by some version of the sonority hierarchy, the
consonants that can make up the syncopated clusters can combine more freely than
their underlying counterparts. However, as a result of this syllabification process,
the footing of these words is altered. I begin this discussion by laying out the syncope
facts of English and focusing on their stress and segmental environments (sections
2.1 -2.2). Then, I will describe the sonority relationships between the medial
consonants (sections 3.1 -3.3). I will then present my first claim - that syllabification

I would like to thank Jean Arm, Kurt Cobain, Molly Diesing, Chris Golston, Mike Hammond, Sung -
Hoon Hong, Diane Meador, James Myers, Shaun O'Connor, Diane Ohala, Long Peng, and Kyoko
Yoshimura for their theoretical, analytical, and inspirational help on this paper. Special thanks to
The Random House Rhyming Dictionary for the extra data.
1 Syncope can also refer to the deletion of word - medial consonants or whole syllables (CV, CVC, etc). In
this paper, however, I only deal with vowel deletion, or elision.
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as a result of derivation,2 applies differently than that of syllabification on
underived forms (section 3.4).

The second half of this paper deals with the footing of the syncopated words.
According to Prince's (1990) theory of Rhythmic Harmony, the feet created by
syncopation are much "worse" than the feet of the careful speech forms of the
words. This judgement is based on his idea that there are "Optimal" forms of certain
linguistic structures, such as syllables and feet. He also daims that languages will
"repair" these structures in order to preserve or strive for the Optimal forms. Here, I
will show that syncopated forms of English do, in fact, repair their syllable structures
in order to maintain more stable foot structures. As a result of this, the stress
patterns of the words are preserved. I will begin this part of the discussion with a
review of foot structure and Prince's theory (sections 4.1 -4.2) Then, I will show that
the syncopated forms syllabically repair themselves to create the "best" forms of feet
possible (section 4.3).

2. Syncopated English Words.
In this section, I present the English syncope data. I pay detailed attention to

the environment where syncope occurs in order to show what a theory explaining
this phenomenon must account for. To that end, I will show that the previous SPE
style analysis of Zwicky (1972), although basically descriptive, does not account for
the process in full. It does not totally capture the segmental and stress facts present
in the data.

2.1 General Data & Analysis
To begin, I will first give the set of data that will be used throughout the paper

in (1) (all sets, a -c). This exerpt from the data is from Zwicky (1972) and Hooper
(1978). A complete list of the syncope data is provided in the Appendix. All of these
forms conform to my dialect of English; T have also added a few other forms that
syncopate in my dialect to the list. In the data in (1), I bracket ([ ]) the elided vowel as
in Kenstowicz (forthcoming).

(1) English Medial
a. Before r:

sep[a]rate
temp[e]rature
Aldeb[a]ran
fact[o]ry
fed[e]ral
mack[e]rel
mis[e]ry
scen[e]ry
cam[e]ra
cel[e]ry

Vowel Deletion
b. Before 1:

amb[u]latory
choc[o]late
acidoph[i]lus
jav[e]lin
des[o]late
exc[e]llent
especi[a]lly
fin[a]lly
fam[i]ly

c. Before n:
happ[e]ning
op[e]ner
gelat[i]nous
card[i]nal
larc[e]ny
pers[o]nal
pris[o]ner

2 'Derivation' here entails "derived from another form." This does not refer to morphological
derivation in any way.
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The basic phenomenon is that a medial unstressed vowel gets deleted before either
/r /, /1 /, or /n/ in casual speech. The consonant preceding this deleted vowel does
not seem to be restricted in any way. Words that can't undergo syncope include
those whose stress pattern and /or segmental environment are prohibitive. These
will be shown in the next section.

Zwicky (1972) proposed the following description of this process in his "Rule
Slur" as given in (2).

(2) The Rule Slur
r - cons

a-. 0 /C_ 1 +voc
n - sires

This rule claims that any schwa before /r /, /1 /, or /n/ and an unstressed syllable can
delete in faster speech forms. This rules out vowel deletion before any consonant
other than the three mentioned. It also rules out the possibility that other vowels
may be deleted. Looking at the data in more detail, however, shows that this process
is not as simple as the rule makes it out to be. The next section will examine the
entire syncope environment to show where Zwicky's description is lacking.

2.2 Segmental and Stress Environment Evaluation
From Zwicky's rule, it appears that (1) only the vowel /a / is allowed to

syncopate, (2) the following syllable must be unstressed, (3) only /r /, /1 /, and /n/ can
follow the deleted vowel, and (4) any consonant can precede this vowel. Although
most of this is valid, some parts need to be elaborated upon. I will deal with each of
these parts of the rule in turn.

First, /a/ is not the only vowel that can syncopate. "Amb[u]latory" provides
evidence against this with deletion of an /u /. In British English, the syncopation of
/o/ from words like "lavat[o]ry" is another example of non -/a/ syncopation. While
it is true that most of the other deleted vowels in this data are /a /, the rule should
not have been made so specific. The reduced vowel [i] can also be syncopated, as in
"fæm[R]li. "3 What Zwicky's rule is missing is the fact that it is simply non -stressed
vowels that are able to be deleted in certain contexts. There is, however, the
possibility that the vowels in these forms might have reduced to schwas or barred -
i's before the syncope process. Nonetheless, the generalization that it must be some
unstressed vowel that deletes is shown in the following figure. Here, ' designates a
stressed syllable and " designates a non -stressed syllable; the syncopated syllable is
again bracketed [ ] to show where deletion can take place.

3 In the careful speech forms of many of these words, the barred -i can be an alternate to the schwa in my
dialect.
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(3) Stress Pattern of Deletion
3 syllables: ' Cl
4 syllables (a): ' C] " "
4 syllables (b): ' El
5 syllables (a): ' Cl " '
5 syllables (b): ' v ' C] "

pérs[o]nal
témp[e]rature
gelát[i]nous
ámb[u]latòry
acidóph[i]lus

Given this representation, one of two medial syllables can delete from a four or five
syllable word. These are shown by the (a) and (b) forms in (3).4 In every case, the
deleted vowel is an unstressed one.

(3) also shows that the syllable following the deleted vowel is unstressed (the
second of Zwicky's claims). The quality of this vowel does not determine if it is
allowed to be deleted (unlike the deleted vowel itself as in Zwicky's rule). However,
the Rule Slur does not mention the stress of the preceding syllable even though it
describes the stress on the following syllable correctly. Interestingly, the deleted
vowel is always immediately preceded by a stressed vowel. This is shown in (4)
where (a) stressed vowels cannot delete, (b) vowels preceding stress cannot delete,
and (c) unstressed word -final vowels not preceded by stress cannot delete.

(4) Syncope Prohibited
a. *emp[o]rium, *comp[u]lsion, *mas[ó]nic
b. *kang[a]roo, *spec[u]látion, *mach[i]nation
c. *Délaw[a]re, *mércif[u]l, *partis[a]n

That the deleted vowel is preceded by a stressed vowel will prove to be an important
part of the footing and syllabification analysis presented here. It will be discussed in
section 4.3 in the examination of Prince's Optimal feet.

Looking now at the third claim, the segments involved, Zwicky states that
only /r /, /1 /, and /n/ can follow the deleted vowel, and any consonant can precede
it. This statement is only partially true. First, syncope can also occur before /m/ as in
"specimen" (spec[i]men), "decimal" (dec[i]mal), "handsomer" (hands[o]mer), and
"unanimous" (unan[i]mous). Although these examples are fewer in number, they
still have to be accounted for. Second, only certain consonants can precede the
deleted vowel. A list of the possible consonant combinations (both before and after
the syncopated vowel) is given in (5). The words that correspond to these
combinations are listed in the Appendix.

4 I have not yet found an example where the third syllable of a five syllable word syncopates:
? ,
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(5) Consonants Before and After the Deleted Vowel
After a. Before r:
Stops: /per/

/bar/
/tar/
/dar/
/Ion/
/gar/

Fricatives: /van/
/zar/

Affricates: /car/
Liquids:
Nasals:

/lar/
/mar/
/nar/

b. Before 1: c. Before n:
Ibal/ /pan/
/dal/ /tan/
/kal/ /den/

/mal/
/pall

/fan/
/san/
/zen/
/san/
/Ian/

d. Before m:

/sam/

Syncope does not readily occur before consonants other than these four. This is
shown in (6) below. It is interesting to note that the stress patterns of these words
provide a proper environment for the vowel to delete. Compare these patterns to
those shown above in (3).

(6) Syncope Prohibited
a. res[i]due -+

b. ind[u]stry -,
c. Meth[o]dist
d. suffr[a]gist -
e. mit[i]gate --'

f. sax[o]phone -,
g. rock[e]ting -,
h. opac[i]ty -'
i. goss[i]ping -'

* /rendu/
* /Indstri/
* /mEdlst/
* /safrj.Ist/

* /mligeit/
* /sæksfon/
* /rocktlxil

* /opæsti/

* /g0 hj/

m

ri
u u

Also, even though the following possible combinations (in (7)) have /r /, /1 /,
/n/, or /m/ as their second consonant, syncope is still prohibited.
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(7) Syncope Prohibited - before /r /, /1 /, /n /, /m/
a. fel[o]ny -
b. col[o]ny -
c. quarr[e]ling -+
d. ball[o]ting
e. mon[i]tor -->

*/fElni/
* /alni/
* /kwa 1Ig//

*/bxlth /
* /montar/

From the data in (5) and (7a -c), we see that /n/ is allowed before /1/ but not vice
versa (fin[a]lly vs. *fel[o]ny), and /1/ is allowed before Jr/ but not vice versa (cel[e]ry
vs. *quarr[e]ling). This goes against Zwicky's fourth claim that any consonant can
precede the deleted vowel if the following consonant is /r /, /1 /, or /n /. Also, from
(5) and (7d,e), although other stops are allowed before /1/ and /n/, /t/ is not allowed
to occur after them (ped[a]ling, op[e]ner vs. *ball[o]ting, *mon[i]tor). Zwicky gives no
explanation why these forms cannot occur except that syncope must only occur
before /r/, /1 /, or /n /. In sum, Zwicky's Rule Slur does not capture all of the possible
aspects of the environment where syncope can occur - stress patterns and segmental
qualities must be explained in more detail.

Sections (3) and (4) will attempt to explain these facts that Zwicky's rule
leaves out. I will present an analysis of the consonantal data in (3); the stress related
data will be examined in (4). From the presentation above, it seems that some of
these combinations of consonants are allowed and others are not. I assume that the
sonority hierarchy (a ranking of sounds according to their sonorousness) and the
Sonority Sequencing Principle (Selkirk, 1984) can explain the combinatorial
restrictions. We will find that the restrictions on clusters formed by syncope and
those that occur word -initially are different - a fact I will explain with a "sonority
sequencing principle of varying strengths."

3. Gradient Sonority Sequencing.
In this section, I will present the Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP) and its

application in the English syncope process. A comparison of the types of consonants
that are allowed to become adjacent as a result of syncope with those that appear as
word -initial consonant clusters shows that the SSP must be reworded so as to
capture the syncope facts. This rewording will state the SSP as a principle that can
apply in different strengths depending on the type of environment provided.

3.1 Sonority Sequencing Defined
In (8), I present Selkirk's statement of the Sonority Sequencing Principle.

(8) Sonority Sequencing (Selkirk 1984:116)
In any syllable, there is a segment constituting a sonority peak that is preceded
and /or followed by a sequence of segments with progressively decreasing
sonority values.
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The sonority of a segment is determined by its place on the sonority hierarchy scale.
This hierarchy can be understood as a rating of all sounds (consonants and vowels)
from most sonorous to least sonorous. Vowels are considered to be the most
sonorous of all the segments, followed by liquids and nasals on down to the least
sonorous fricatives and stops. The full hierarchy with numerical values for each
segment as given in Selkirk (1982) follows in (9).

(9) Sonority Hierarchy
Sound Sonority Index

a 10
e, o 9
i, u 8
r 7
1 6
m, n 5
s 45

v,z,5 3

f,e 2
b,d,g 1

p, t, k 0.5

So, vowels being the most sonorous, have the highest Sonority Index value; the
consonants follow with the "sonorants" /r /, /1 /, /m /, and /n/ being the most
sonorous. The sonority peak of a syllable is its vowel6 and, according to the Sonority
Sequencing Principle, the segments spanning out from it to both the left and right
are of decreasing sonority. Therefore, a syllable with a Sonority Index sequence of
[1 710 6 0.5] would be an allowable one (ex. "bralk ") because the segments leading up
to the vowel are of increasing sonority and those following it are of decreasing
sonority.

According to the SSP, this ordering of consonants around a vowel occurs
within the syllable, not between syllables. So, the medial consonants in a word like
"cucumber" are not subject to the SSP because they are parts of two different
syllables: [cu.cum.ber]. The reason they cannot form a complex onset on the last
syllable, though, is because of the SSP. The /mb/ sequence is of decreasing sonority
so it cannot precede a syllable's sonority peak (a vowel) within that syllable. In sum,
if a sequence of consonants is of decreasing sonority, it is not allowed to precede a
vowel as that vowel's complex onset. However, consonants in separate syllables, are
not subject to the SSP and are allowed to be adjacent to one another.

5 In words like " start," the Sonority Sequencing Principle does not seem to be upheld since /t/ is less
sonorous than /s /. I follow Steriade (1982:93) in assuming that these /s /s are Stray Adjoined to the
syllable postlexically.
6 The sonority peak can also be composed of syllabic nasals and liquids.
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3.2 Syncope and Sonority
The consonants that are brought together as a result of vowel syncope seem to

be in a relationship with one another since there are consonant combinations that
are allowable and some that are not. It turns out that these consonants must follow
the Sonority Sequencing Principle in that the two consonants that surround the
deleted vowel must be of an allowable sonority combination for the vowel to be able
to delete. So, even though the stress environment for syncope may be met, the
segmental environment also determines whether or not syncope can apply.

In the cases where syncope can happen, the two juxtaposed consonants are
always in an increasing sonority relation (looking from left to right). This can be
seen in (10) where the allowable consonant combinations from (5) are given with
their sonority ratings from (9).

(10) juxtaposed
-r

Consonants and
-1

Their Sonority Ratings
-n -m

/pr/ .5-7 /bl! 1-6

/Ix/ 1 -7 !dl! 1-6

/tr! .5-7 !kl! .5-6

!dr/ 1 -7 /fl/ 2-6

/kr/ .5-7 /vl/ 3-6

/gr/ 1 -7 /sl/ 4-6

/vr/ 3 -7 /il/ 1.5-6

/zr/ 3-7 ¡m1/ 5 -6

Ar/ 1.5-77 /nl/ 5-6
/mr/ 5-7

/lr/ 6-7

/nr/ 5 -7

/pn/
/tn/
/ff!
/In/
/sn/
!zn!
/in/

.5-5 /sm/ 4-5

.5-5

2-5

1.5-5

4-5

3-5

1.5-5

As shown here, the second of the two consonants is at least one full point higher
than the first.

In some of the cases where syncope cannot apply (from (6) and (7)), the two
consonants are of decreasing sonority (looking left to right) as in (11) below.

(11) Prohibited Consonant Combinations and Their Sonority Ratings
a. res[i]due -
b. Meth[o]dist -+

c. suffr[a]gist -
d. fel[o]ny -'

* /rezdu/
* /mEg`dlst/

*/safdlst/
* /fElni/

3-1

2 -1

7 -1.5

6 -5

7 According to Selkirk (1982), affricates are more sonorous than stops but she does not include them in
her list. I have given them a value of 15 to put them directly between the fricatives and the stops.
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(11) Prohibited Consonant Combinations and Their Sonority Ratings (cont'd)
e. col[o]ny -
f. quarr[e]ling -,
g. ball[o]ting
h. mon[i]tor -

*/alni/
* /kwarlJ /
* /baeltIj /

* /monter/

6 -5

7 -6

6-.5

5-.5

From this data, we can see that even though the stress pattern of a word may allow
syncopation of a medial vowel, the two consonants that would become adjacent by
vowel deletion must be of increasing sonority toward the following vowel.
Decreasing values are prohibited.

However, there are combinations where the consonants are of increasing or
equal sonority yet they do not syncopate. From (6), "mitigate" and "rocketing"
cannot delete their medial vowels. Their sonority ratings are [0.5 -1] and [0.5 -0.5]
respectively. Because these sets of consonants are so close in sonority, they are not
able to lose the vowel that occurs between them. Kenstowicz (forthcoming) claims
this is a result of the Sonority Distancing Principle. It states that if two segments are
equal or very close in sonority, they should be kept apart from each other, i.e.
separated by either a syllable boundary or a vowel. From (10), it appears that the two
consonants surrounding a medial deleted vowel should be at least one point apart
from each other (leftmost being lower than rightmost) in order for syncope to take
place. Half of a point's distance, as in "mitigate," is not far enough.

Before moving on to the proposal for a sonority sequencing principle of
different strengths, basic English syllabification must be understood. The
syllabification of these syncopated words with respect to the sonority of their onsets
is one of the major problems this theory must deal with.

3.3 English Syllabification
I follow Itô (1989) in the assumption that some form of the Onset Principle (in

(12)) is in effect for English. It states that onsetless syllables are avoided whenever
possible.

(12) Onset Principle (Itô 1989:223)
Avoid ß[V

This principle is based on typological studies that have found that all languages
have syllables with onsets (some require them in all words, e.g. Axininca Campa,
Arabic) but none require all syllables to have codas .8 While English allows onsetless
syllables at the beginnings of words (as in "iterate "), it nevertheless will "Maximize"
onsets if possible. That is, if a consonant can become part of an onset duster, it will.
Prince (1985) states this as: "Units are of maximal size, within the other constraints
on their form." Here, syllable onsets can be as big as their structure allows and that
structure is defined by Sonority Sequencing.

8 Some languages do, however, require word- medial consonant sequences to be in separate syllables (e.g.
Klamath - Steriade 1982, Levin 1985) thereby requiring a coda on the syllable preceding the sequence.
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If a consonant cluster is of increasing sonority, it is syllabified as a complex
onset for the following vowel. Word - initial clusters are allowed as complex onsets
of initial syllables if they are of increasing sonority toward the initial vowel. So,
words like "dragon" and "glisten" are allowed to have their initial consonants act as
complex onsets for their initial syllables simply because they follow the Sonority
Sequencing Principle. They are also far enough apart in sonority ([1 -7] and [1-6]
respectively) to respect the Sonority Distancing Principle.

One of the major factors contributing to Onset Maximization in English is its
right-to-left syllabification. This can best be seen word - medially where possible onset
dusters are syllabified as onsets instead of being broken up into two syllables. So, in
a word like "algebra," the /b-r/ sequence could be split so that the /b/ becomes the
coda of one syllable and the /r/ the onset of the next ( *al.geb.ra). This would be the
result of left -to-right syllabification. Instead, the two are kept together as a complex
onset for the final syllable ( al.ge.bra) - by right- to-left syllabification. This fact is
supported by stress assignment. If *al.geb.ra were the correct syllabification, we
would expect to find stress on the second syllable instead of the first since it would
be heavy9: ál.ge.bra vs. *al.géb.ra.

Like an ill- formed possible initial onset /r -k /, the /Hi sequence in "algebra"
is not allowed to form an onset for the second syllable because it violates Sonority
Sequencing. Therefore, the two consonants are split up between the syllables with
the first becoming the coda of the initial syllable and the second becoming the lone
onset of the second syllable: al.ge.bra. Any sequence of consonants that cannot form
a complex onset on a word - initial syllable is split up in this manner; those that can
form initial onset clusters are allowed to be tautosyllabic by Onset Maximization.

So, right -to-left syllabification maximizes onsets in English but those onsets
are governed by the Sonority Sequencing and Distancing Principles. Possible
complex onset combinations that violate these are split into separate syllables. These
facts will enter into the discussion on the relative strengths of the Sonority
Sequencing Principle presented in the following section.

3.4 Sonority Strength
So far, we have seen that two factors govern whether or not syncope can take

place in English words. The vowel to be deleted must be preceded by a stressed
syllable and followed by an unstressed one. If that condition is met, the two
consonants that surround the medial vowel must be of increasing sonority for the
vowel to be able to delete. We have also seen that in traditional English
syllabification, onsets are maximized whenever possible as allowed by the Sonority
Sequencing Principle. Since the SSP is defined as operating only on the consonant
clusters within a syllable ( "In any syllable, there is... "), we may be led to believe that
the juxtaposed consonants that result from vowel deletion become the complex
onset of the syllable they 'lead up' to. In this section, I show that this hypothesis is
indeed, true, even though some of the syncope facts seem to violate the SSP's
application within the syllable. I will be able to account for this data if the SSP is

9 Assuming that coda consonants in English are moraic and can make syllables heavy (Hayes 1981,
Golston 1991).
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taken to be a principle that is applied in different strengths in different
environments.

The forms that prompt this analysis come from two types of syncope data.
Even though all of the grammatical forms are licensed by the SSP, there is one
group of words that creates the type of complex onsets found at the beginnings of
words; the other group does not. A few words from these two groups are shown
together in figure (13); the first half (underlined) contains those possible dusters that
can appear word - initially, and the second half (bolded) contains those dusters that
cannot.

(13) Possible Medial
a. Before r:
sErat
fæktri
fEdral
mmckral
mlzri
kaemre
sinri
sElri

Consonant Clusters - Result of Syncope
b. Before 1: c. Before n: d. Before m:
æmblatori
coklat
dEslat

æcIdoflas
jævlIn
faynli
fæmli

peral
larsni
owpner
gIlætnas
priznar

spEsmIn
dEsmal

Examples of the underlined clusters in word -initial position follow in (14).

(14) Medial Clusters in Initial Position
a. Before r: b. Before 1: c. Before n:
prime
trivia
dreamer
krypton

bluff snail
klondike
sleepless
fluorine
Vladimir

d. Before m:
smooth

So, even though "camera" is allowed to syncopate to /kaemre /, /mr/ as a complex
onset is not allowed word -initially. This is in contrast to words like "separate" that
syncopate to /sEprat/ where /pr/ is allowed to begin a word. Both forms follow the
SSP in that their sonority is increasing toward the following vowel. And, since the
SSP applies in all the syncopated forms and in all the initial complex onset forms, it
seems that the Principle itself regards the syncope environment as the same as the
word - initial environment. That is, since it restricts consonant sequencing in both
places (word -initially for basic word formation and word -medially for syncopated
forms of words) with essentially the same purpose (to make sure consonants are of
increasing sonority), the Principle treats both environments as equal.

This hypothesis leads us to believe that the consonant clusters created by
syncope are always going to be interpreted as onsets of the following syllable. This is
because in order for the SSP to apply, adjacent consonants must be in the same
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syllable. Even though the Onset Principle essentially claims that ill- formed onsets
are never created in syllabification, they may well be allowed to occur as a result of
syncope since the SSP applies to them and must restrict those combinations of
consonants. The end result is that consonant juxtaposition as a result of syncope
provides a special case of syllabification; if it can occur with regard to the Sonority
Sequencing Principle, the dusters created are considered the complex onsets of the
following syllable.

This leaves us with four types of complex onsets in syllables - all of which are
governed by the SSP. There are two possible kinds of word - initial and word - medial
onsets. Both word - initial and word -medial onset clusters could appear underlyingly
in words ( "tri.pod" and "al.ge.bra "). They could also be created by vowel deletion:
( ? ? ?10 and "mm.kral "). The onsets created by syncope can be perfectly well -formed
and considered possible word - initial onset clusters (dE.slet), or well- formed
according to the SSP but not able to begin a word (km.mre). For the remainder of the
paper, I will refer to complex onsets that could begin a word as "true onsets;" "partial
onsets" are those created by syncope that are not able to begin a word but still follow
the SSP. A summary of the four types is given in (15).

(15) Complex Onset Types Allowed by the SSP
Word - Initial Word -Medial

No Syncope True True
Syncope ?? True /Partial

Up to now, we have assumed that syncope can only occur word -medially.
However, figure (16) shows that initial syllable vowel deletion does occur in very
fast speech. Both true and partial onsets can be created in this process also.

(16) English Initial Vowel Deletion (based on Zwicky 1972:283)
a. Before r: b. Before 1: c. Before n: d. Before m: e. Before others:

d[e]rivative g[a]loshes s[e]nility d[e]monstrative d[e]velopment
f[e]rocious v[i]cinity
T[o]ronto

(16 a -c), when syncopated, will produce true onsets word -initially; (16d) and (16e)
will not. All of these examples, however, still follow the SSP in that the consonants
surrounding the deleted vowel are of increasing sonority. With this data, we can
complete table (15) repeated here as (17).

(17) Complex Onset Types Allowed by the SSP (revised)
Word- Initial Word -Medial

No Syncope True True
Syncope True /Partial True /Partial

1°This omission will be filled in in figure (17) below.
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So, given that the SSP can only apply to the sequence of consonants within a
syllable, and that it allows the formation of partial onsets, we need a way to
characterize this behavior. In (18), I propose the "Gradient Sonority" principle that
differentiates the strength of the Sonority Sequencing Principle on the basis of the
type of environment it applies to. When applying to underived forms, i.e.
underlying consonant clusters, the SSP must create forms that are allowable word -
initially. In this underived environment, the SSP applies in Strong form. When
applying to derived forms, i.e. clusters that are the possible result of syncope, the SSP
must only make sure that the consonants are of increasing sonority; the onsets that
result do not have to be permissible word- initially. So, the Weak form of the SSP
applies in the derived environment. Both the Strong and Weak versions of the SSP
are still restricted by the Sonority Distancing Principle in that juxtaposed consonants
cannot be too dose or equal in sonority.

(18) Gradient Sonority Principle
Given the Sonority Sequencing Principle (Selkirk 1984), a language can produce
"true" or "partial" onset /coda dusters word -initially or word -medially
depending on the environment:

(1) "partial" clusters can only be allowed in a derived environment (Weak
application of the SSP), and

(2) "true" clusters are allowed in both derived and underived environments
(Strong application of the SSP).11

Examples of Gradient Sonority Principle (GSP) application follow. In an
underived word like "tripod," the Strong version of the SSP insures that a "true"
onset duster is formed word -initially: [tri.pod]. In the underived word "algebra,"
which has two possible onset dusters, the Strong form of the SSP must apply giving
[al.ge.bra]. English right -to -left syllabification and the Strong form of the SSP
necessitate that /b/ and /r/ maximize the final syllable's onset thereby forming a
"true" onset duster of English (it can appear word - initially). The /1/ and /I/ are of
decreasing sonority and therefore cannot form a "true" onset duster.

In derived words, such as those that result from medial or initial vowel
deletion in casual speech, the Weak version of the SSP is allowed to apply. This
results in forms like "separate" becoming [sE.pret] forming the possible "true" onset
cluster from the juxtaposed /p/ and /r /. Words like "camera" become [kae.mre] with
Weak application of the SSP. The /m/ and /r/ brought together by medial vowel
deletion form a "partial" onset cluster on the final syllable. Word initially, the
words "Toronto" and "vicinity" are allowed to lose their first vowel by the Weak
SSP resulting in tronto] and [vsInIti] respectively. Even though a partial onset
appears word -initially in the fast speech form of "vicinity" ( /vs/ doesn't begin any

11 Since the SSP applies to both onset and coda formation, this principle should also. However,
detailed explanation and derivation of coda forms is beyond the scope of this paper. I leave it for
further research.
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words in English), it is allowed to be the onset for the first syllable because it obeys
the SSP in its Weak form.

To complete the paradigm of possible utilization of the GSP, we should
examine words where it does not apply at all. Like "aJ,_ge.bra," the word "vod_ka" has
medial consonants which are not subject to the GSP because they are of decreasing
sonority. Words like "Lam.neth" or "Coleraine, "12 however, have an internal
consonant cluster that is subject to the GSP. But, since they are underived words,
only the Strong form of the SSP is allowed to apply. Therefore, in "Colrain," /I/
and /r/ cannot become the complex onset for the final syllable since *[1rV] is an
illegal word - initial ( "true ") consonant cluster in English. As a comparison, the word
"ce.le.ry" is allowed to syncopate to create the derived form [sE.lri]. The /1/ and /r/
can form a complex onset for the final syllable because, according to the GSP, they
fall under the Weak version of the SSP.

So, by acknowledging the traditional English syllabification analyses, the
Onset Principle, and the Sonority Sequencing and Distancing Principles, I am able to
account for the syncope data (in both word -initial and word - medial syncopation) in
a unified way. Since, on the surface, it appears that syncope can create ill- formed
onset dusters but still adhere to the SSP, these clusters are allowed as onsets simply
because they are in a derived environment. The Gradient Sonority Principle gives
us a way to distinguish these consonant clusters ( "true" vs. "partial ") by comparing
them to those dusters allowed underlyingly word - initially. It also provides an
environmentally determined ( "derived" vs. "underived ") way to tell which
sequences of consonants are allowed as onset dusters in the language.13

Although this theory unifies the sonority -based restrictions on complex onset
creation in syncopated and non -syncopated words, it leaves at least one question
unanswered. When a word gets syncopated, what happens to its foot structure as a
result of the vowel deletion? So far, I have only discussed the syllabic implications
of the Gradient Sonority Principle - without regard to the higher level prosodic
structure of the words. Unquestionably, the loss of a vowel not only alters the
syllabic structure of a word, it can alter the foot structure as well. The next section
deals with these problems in detail.

4. Syncopated Feet.
In order to describe the changes that occur in foot structure as a result of

syncopation, I employ Prince's (1990, 1991) theory of Rhythmic Harmony. This
theory is based on the idea that there are "Optimal" forms of feet. These are the
canonical iambic and trochaic feet. In this section, I will describe Prince's theory and
show how it interprets the syncope data from English. But, since the Rhythmic
Harmony theory is built upon current theories of foot structure, I briefly review
those before going on to it.

12 A mythical fountain and a city in Massachusetts, respectively.
13 Whether or not this principle will be applicable to other processes in English, or any other language,
remains to be seen. I leave this question open for further research.
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4.1 Feet Facts
Metrical feet are the theoretical mechanisms used to describe stress placement

in languages. A word's syllables make up its feet; the feet are usually groups of two
syllables each. The 'heads' of feet are the syllables that get stressed; 'non- heads' do
not. There are two types of feet trochaic and iambic. They are differentiated by
which of their two syllables gets stressed, or is the head. A trochee's heads are the
first, or leftmost, syllable of the group of two. The iamb is the opposite -the second
syllable, or rightmost, of the two is the head.

Words are 'parsed' into one type of foot or the other depending on the
language. The parsing of a word can happen from left- to-right or from right - to-left.
Either way, the heads of the feet remain the same relative to each other: that is, a
trochee's head is on the leftmost of two syllables, an iamb's on the rightmost.
Parsing essentially entails counting syllables and marking off feet. The heads of
those feet mark where stress can be found on the word. So, in a trochaic language
that foots from left- to-right, a five syllable word might be parsed: {[x x] [x x] [x]} where
the x's represent syllables. Bisyllabic trochaic feet are built until there are not enough
syllables left to put into a foot.14 Footing right- to-left, the word would be parsed:
{[x] [i x] [i x] }. Syllables, therefore, can be stressed simply by their position (first or
second) in the foot that contains them.

Another way to find the heads of feet is to examine the weight of the syllables
that make up the feet. 'Syllable weight' can also be described as 'syllable duration' or
'syllable length.' Hayes (1985, 1987, 1991) bases his description of the two types of feet
on the general law of rhythm that states "prominence contrasts based on duration
lend themselves to iambic grouping while prominence contrasts based on intensity
lend themselves to trochaic grouping" (1985:430). Although first tested and
explained in the psychology literature (most notably by Woodrow 1951), this notion
has a direct bearing on the realization and computation of rhythm in music
(Jackendoff and Lerdahl 1983).15 It also pertains to the placement of stress (or accent)
in language (Bell 1977, Hayes 1985). Languages can use syllable duration to
determine where the heads of their feet will be. They do this by stressing heavy
syllables without regard to where those syllables may be in the parsing sequence (as
in the trochaic examples above).

The duration of a syllable is represented by how many 'moras' it contains. A
syllable with only one mora is considered 'light,' while a syllable with two or more
moras is considered 'heavy.' Languages differ in how they decide what parts of the
syllable are moraic. Usually, long vowels are comprised of two moras and are heavy
while short vowels have one and are light. Some languages allow coda consonants
to be moraic; English is one of these, as mentioned earlier. No language considers
onset consonants to be moraic. So, a CV (consonant -short vowel) syllable, is light
since its short vowel contains only one mora. In languages whose coda consonants

14 I will discuss these monosyllabic feet shortly.
15 For more information on this topic, the reader is directed to Jackendoff & Lerdahl (1983), more
specifically, to their treatment of Grouping (chapters 2 and 3).
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are moraic, syllables like CVV or CVC (consonant -long vowel or consonant-short
vowel- consonant) are both considered heavy since they have two moras each.

When a heavy syllable determines the head of a foot, that means that it is the
stressed syllable. Languages that use heavy syllables to help determine their foot
boundaries (by showing where the heads are) are called 'quantity sensitive'
languages. Languages that build feet without regard to syllable weight are called
'quantity insensitive' languages (Hayes 1981).16 When parsing a word into feet, a
quantity sensitive language will build its feet around its heavy syllables. So, a left-to-
right iambic system will take the following sequence of syllables: {x x X x x}
('X' = heavy syllable), and parse it into: {[x x] [X] [x x]} (Hayes 1987:433). Since the parse
is from left-to-right, it groups the first two syllables into an iamb. The third syllable
is heavy so it becomes the head of the next iamb, but since there isn't an unparsed
syllable preceding it, the heavy syllable becomes a foot unto itself. The final two
syllables are parsed as another bisyllabic iamb. The sequence {x X x x} would be
parsed ([x g] Ex x]}. Here, the heavy syllable will attract stress but, it also happens to be
in the proper place for stress assignment by its position in the foot (rightmost of
two).

Since there cannot be two heads on a foot, a heavy syllable cannot appear in
the unstressed position of a foot. For instance, in a trochaic foot whose first syllable
should get stressed, the second syllable should not be heavy since that would imply
that it should get stressed also ( *[íx i]). This idea is captured in the Weight-to-Stress
Principle as given in Prince (1990:3).

(19) Weight -to -Stress Principle: If heavy, then stressed.

This insures that if heavy syllables are present in a word, they are the heads of the
word's feet. Otherwise, syllables become the heads of feet by what position they are
in. However, iambic feet are more picky than trochaic feet about what kinds of
syllables can appear in head and non -head position. Iambic feet absolutely forbid
heavy syllables to occur in non -head position; trochaic feet can have heavy syllables
in either position.17 Hayes' 'general law of rhythm' captures this by stating that
iambic rhythm is based on vowel duration; trochaic rhythm is not. Since iambs do
not allow heavy syllables in non -head position, they force a duration contrast
between the two syllables in the foot.

Because iambs depend on syllable length much more so than trochees, it
makes sense that they would prohibit heavy syllables from appearing in their first
position (since the second is the head). If duration on a vowel determines the
position of stress, heavy vowels should not be allowed to appear in unstressed
positions; if they are to appear, they should always become the heads of their feet.
Trochees do not have a restriction on what should or should not be heavy since

16 Some languages use both methods of determining their feet's heads for assigning primary and
secondary stresses.
17 The trochaic claim will be altered once Prince's theory is presented.
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their prominence contrasts are intensity based.18 The total possible foot inventory
from Hayes (1987) is given in (20) below. The x's show which of the two elements is
the head of the foot; the .'s are the non - heads. The macrons ( -) and breves ( -)
designate syllabic heaviness. Macrons are heavy syllables and breves are light
syllables.

(20) Hayes' Foot Inventory

A. Syllabic Trochee: Form
(6á if possible; otherwise form

(6)

(x .) (x .)
B Moraic Trochee Form p. g if possible, where µ µ is either (x :)

or ( x )
( ); otherwise form ..

(. x) (x) (.)
C. Iamb: Form - a if possible; otherwise form - or

Notice that if bisyllabic feet cannot be formed, monosyllabic feet are created with
whatever kind of syllable is available (either light or heavy). But, only heavy
syllables can be heads, so only heavy monosyllabic feet can be stressed; light
monosyllabic feet cannot.19

Also, notice the inclusion of the ' moraic trochee' (20b), which insures that the
two syllables that can fall into its foot are light. The two moras that make up the
moraic trochee can be in two adjacent light syllables or in one single heavy syllable.
The syllabic trochee, however, does not require that any weight restriction be
present on its components.

In sum, feet can only have one head. The head is determined by what
position it is in (first or second) depending on the type of foot being built. Or, it is the
heaviest syllable of the two. Iambs require that their non -stressed syllables be light;
their heads can be heavy or light. When a word's syllables are light, stress is assigned
to the rightmost, or second syllable in a group of two. Syllabic trochees stress the first
syllable of a group of two; moraic trochees do the same, except that both of their
syllables must be light. With this, we can now see how these traditional descriptions
of feet fit into Prince's (1990) Rhythmic Harmony theory.

4.2 Rhythmic Harmony
In this theory, Prince claims that certain forms of iambic and trochaic feet are

"better," or more "Optimal" than others. The result of this claim is a rating of foot
types from best to worst: a Harmonic rating. To achieve this, he employs the
Weight -to -Stress Principle and the laws of iambic and trochaic rhythm.

18 When weight restrictions are needed in a trochaic system, 'moraic trochees' (as opposed to 'syllabic
trochees') are used. I will explain these in more detail shortly.
19 Prince (1990:5) cites Selkirk (1983), Giegerich (1985), McCarthy & Prince (1986), Kager (1989) as
those who propose "banning monomoraic feet altogether." Hayes (1987) claims that they are always
headless. This claim holds true to Prince's theory also. They are commonly referred to as 'degenerate
feet.'
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The Optimal foot hierarchy will be shown in figure (23) below, but first the
list of "allowable" iambic and trochaic feet are shown in (21). "Allowable" feet
means that these forms are in agreement with the Weight -to- Stress Principle; no
violations of it are shown. Here, H stands for a heavy syllable and L stands for a light
syllable.

(21) "Allowable" Feet
Iambic Trochaic

LH HL
LL LL
H H
L L

Notice that HL cannot be a good iamb and LH cannot be a good trochee because they
violate the Weight -to- Stress Principle. Also, remember that (21) simply lists the feet
that are available for rating; this is not the Optimal foot hierarchy.

Translating this notational system into a more traditional one (such as that of
Hayes 1987,1991 as shown in (20) above) with macrons and breves we get:

(22) Prince vs. Hayes
Iambic Trochaic

LH = [.x] HL = [x.]

LL = [..) LL = [..]
H = [x] H = [x]

L = [.] L = [.)

Although many other phonologists have banned monomoraic feet entirely, Prince
keeps the single light foot, [L], for descriptive purposes but rates it as the worst foot
possible of both types (as we will see in (23)). {L} (with curly braces) will designate a
headless or stressless syllable here.

With a process called Rhythmic Harmony, Prince then rates each type of foot
with respect to the laws of iambic and trochaic rhythm. Iambs have durational
contrast between their syllables while trochees do not. So, by using these rhythmic
laws, Prince rates the "allowable" feet from (21) into the Optimal foot hierarchy
(here, ' >' designates "is better than ").

(23) Optimal Foot Hierarchy
a. Iambic LH > (LL, H) > L
b. Trochaic (LL, H) > HL > L

The curly braces here indicate that those two feet are ranked equally, i.e. one is not
preferred over the other.
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When in (23) the leftmost sets of feet are called "Optimal" or are said to be
preferred over the ones to their right, Prince is not saying that these feet are the
'maximal' types of feet possible. Instead, he is daiming that they are the most well -
formed in accordance with the basic definitions of iambs and trochees (the law of
general rhythm). For example, since a trochee's elements do not have a durational
contrast relationship (one being longer than the other), the [LL] and [H] feet are the
best representations for this. The [LL] foot has syllables of equal size and the [H] is a
syllable comprised of two equal moras (cf. the moraic trochee in (20)). The maximal
trochee would be the [HL] foot that has more moras than the other two feet. But, this
foot is not considered the Optimal trochee simply because it implies that the two
syllables be of differing weights. So, Optimal feet are not necessarily the maximal
feet a system could build - they are structurally the most well- formed.

In addition to this theory- internal argument for Optimal feet, Prince also
presents evidence from languages that support his hierarchy. Hayes (1985)
discovered that there are asymmetries in the footing of the world's languages. The
asymmetry lies in the fact that iambic footing systems usually have rules that
lengthen short vowels in stressed position so as to insure true iambic footing. That
is, since iambs are defined by a duration contrast, languages with iambic footing may
make sure their words do not have syllables of equal length. For example, if a word
underlyingly has two syllables of equal length, the language may have a later rule
that will lengthen the second vowel in order to contrast the syllables durationally
(in accordance with the law of iambic rhythm). Hayes (1985: 441) cites Choctaw,
Yup'ik, Cayuga, and Onondaga as some languages that have this property.

Trochaic systems do not usually have comparable strategies. However, Prince
(1990:22) claims that English, Chamorro, and Latin do, in fact, have rules that alter
their trochaic syllables. The Trisyllabic Shortening rule of English shortens initial
long syllables in a bisyllabic foot ([µµ µ] -+ [µ µ]): "sane" / [se:n] / -+ "sanity"
/ [smnl] [ti] /. So, even though these types of repairs of trochaic feet are supposedly
less common than repairs to iambic feet, their effect is essentially the same: to create
feet that fit the law of trochaic rhythm where there is no durational contrast
between syllables.

Because of this tendency toward particular forms of the iamb and trochee,
Prince hypothesizes that there are, in fact, preferred forms of both of these types of
feet. He also suggests that languages always strive to form the Optimal, or "best" foot
possible depending on the basic footing type of the language. So, if a language had
words made up of feet that were 'second -best' and rules that altered these words
morphologically or phonologically, the end result of the application of these rules
should be feet that were the most Optimal. Foot alteration should go up the scale,
not down. That is, Prince's theory predicts that feet should not change from best to
worse - they should change from worse to best (or remain the same, ex. LL -+ H). In
the following section, I examine the feet that result from vowel syncope to see if
they follow Prince's prediction that foot change is always for the "better."
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4.3 Harmonic Syncope
In this section, I present the second part of my thesis: that syncope in English,

with the help of ambisyllabicity, upholds Prince's Harmonic ratings of feet. I will
interpret ambisyllabicity as a repair process used by the footing to preserve stress
assignment. I will first review the syncopation syllable results (the products of the
GSP) and will then discuss the foot facts in terms of Prince's theory.

From section 3.4, we saw that when a vowel is able to delete word - medially,
the resultant consonant duster forms a complex onset for the following vowel.
Application of the Gradient Sonority Principle insures that these consonants remain
in the same syllable in order to retain the integrity of the Sonority Sequencing
Principle. The resulting onset cluster must only follow the SSP; it does not have to
correspond to a underlying word -initial complex onset. So, "desolate" syncopates to
[dE.slet] ('true' onset) and "misery" syncopates to [ml.zri] ('partial' onset).

English footing is trochaic (Hayes 1991, Prince 1990), so the (b) section of figure
(23) is relevant here. Looking at the foot structure of these words, we find that most
of them syncopate to a single monomoraic foot and a final extrametrical syllable.20
What is interesting, given the syllabification that results from the GSP, is that a
majority of these words syncopate from either [LL] or [HL] feet to (L) feet. Figure (24)
gives a few examples of this. Recall that English syllabification is from right-to-left
so onsets are maximized when possible.

(24) Footing Before /After Syncope
Word Before After Type of Change

separate sE.pa.rat sE.prat [LL] <x> {L} <x>

factory fæk.ta.ri fæk.tri [HL] <x> -, [H] <x>

camera kæ.ma.ra kæ.mra [LL] <x> -, {L} <x>

personal par.sa.nal par.snal [HL] <x> - [H] <x>

chocolate co.ka.lat c.klat [LL] <x> {L} <x>

family fæ.ma.li fæ.mli [LL] <x> - (L) <x>

excellent Ek.sa.lInt Ek.sllnt [HL] <x> [H] <x>

prisoner prl.za.nar prI.znar [LL] <x> - {L} <x>

happening hæ.pl.nl.13 hæ.pn4 [LL] <x> -+ {L} <x>

larceny lar.sa.ni lar.sni [HL] <x> [H] <x>

This data seems to go against Prince (1990) because the feet are changing from an
Optimal form to a least desired form. In fact, most of these words go from the "best"
to "worst" foot as a result of syncope.

These facts may, at first glance, prompt a re- examination of the GSP and it's
syllabification procedures. Possibly, if the onset maximization process were altered

20 The final syllables of English nouns, verbal inflection, and adjectives are usually considered
"extrametrical." This means that those syllables are not available for footing; they are designated by
surrounding the syllable in angled brackets (< >).
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in some way, it could make sure that the consonants in question became codas of
the preceding syllable, not onsets of the next 21 However, what if there is simply
another process at work here that "fixes" the structure of the feet? This process
would still have to answer to the SSP (keeping the juxtaposed consonants in the
same syllable) but it would also try to fix these errant feet.

Notice also, that the stress placement on most of these words could be in
jeopardy. As noted in section 2.2, the syllable preceding the syncopated vowel must
be stressed. Stressed syllables must either be heavy or in the proper position within a
foot for head assignment (section 4.1). As a result of the GSP- motivated
syllabification, the syllable that had been assigned stress is reduced to a degenerate
foot, {L }. Since these feet are considered headless, they should never be able to get
stressed.22

To rectify both the foot structures and the stressed syllables' structures here, I
propose that a rule of ambisyllabicity occurs in these forms. This idea (Kahn 1976:28,
45), provided a phonological explanation of phonetic fact many words contain
ambisyllabic consonants during casual speech. Borowsky (1986:261) translates Kahn's
SPE -style rule into the more current notation given in (25).

(25) Ambisyllabicity (Kahn 1976, Borowsky 1986)

6
r.
v `c ¡T.

This rule will resyllabify material from an unstressed syllable's onset to the coda of
the preceding stressed syllable.

Applying this to the forms in (24), we can 'repair' the syncopated feet by
ambisyllabifying the true and partial onset dusters that result from the initial GSP
syllabification. The first of the two juxtaposed consonants can then become
ambisyllabic with the preceding syllable in order to preserve the foot structure of the
word. This is shown in (26) where the syncopated form of "separate" begins as a
[ {L} <x >] syllable sequence but ambisyllabifies to become [[H] <x >].

21 One such analysis could be based on mora re- assignment. The mora from the deleted medial vowel
could re -link to its previous onset thereby making the previous syllable heavy. Although plausible, it
does not account for the SSP effects on the juxtaposed consonants. This solutionwas suggested to me by
Diane Meador.
22 I am not proposing that these words be re- assigned stress after the deletion of their medial vowels.
In fact, stress is usually not affected by postlexical rules such as syncope. I am merely pointing out that
the syllable that has been assigned stress is, as a result of syncope, not well- formed for stress
placement.
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(26) [sE.prat] Ambisyllabification
a. Pre-Syncope b. Syncope - GSP c. Ambisyllabicity

x *x x
[x x] <x> {x} <x> [x] <x>

sE.pa.rat sE.prat sEprat
V V U/ V `1N V/ lY
[L L] <x> (L) <x> [H] <x>

Essentially, this process insures that the syllable to the left of the syncopated vowel
becomes heavy if it isn't already. In a form like "factory," the first syllable remains
heavy after syncope ([f k.tri]) so ambisyllabicity does not have to apply. Also, by
making the syllables that precede the deleted vowels heavy, the proper syllabic
structure for stress placement is preserved.

By adding this ambisyllabicity rule to the forms that result from the Gradient
Sonority Principle, the degenerate foot, (L), will never be generated as part of the
syncope process in English. Foot alteration will correspond to Prince's predictions
that feet, if they have to change, will change to a form that is of better or equal status
than the original. Here, ambisyllabicity dictates that [[LL] <x >] sequences syncopate to
[[H] <x>] instead of [ (L) <x>] (a change to an equal foot). [[HL] <x >] sequences
syncopate to [[H] <x >] also (a change to a better foot).

5. Conclusion.
In this paper, while showing that Zwicky's Rule Slur does not account for the

entire English casual speech syncope environment, I have proposed an alternate
solution. I have shown that a gradient version of the Sonority Sequencing Principle
can be used to describe the segmental environment of this data. As long as the two
consonants that are to be brought together as a result of vowel deletion are in a
proper sonority relation, syncope can apply. These two consonants must form a
complex onset for the following syllable in accordance with the SSP's defintion. This
onset can either be of the type that can underlyingly begin words Ctrue') or can
simply be in accordance with the SSP ('partial').

The stress environment of the possible syncopated words also determines
whether or not syncope can take place. When syncope can occur, the feet that result
from the previous syllabification are sometimes structurally not in accordance with
proper stressed syllable form. In order to retain well- formedness throughout the
derivation, 'foot repair' in the form of ambisyllabification must take place.
Motivated by Prince's (1990) theories of Optimality and Harmony, this 'repair'
serves not only to construct the "best" type of feet possible on these words, it also
insures that foot structure is in agreement with stress assignment.

The combination of the GSP syllabification and the use of ambisyllabicity to
repair foot structure provides more evidence for the fact that syllable and foot
structure and stress assignment are all dependent on one another. When one gets
altered, the rest must compensate for the change to keep the resultant structures
well- formed.
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English Syncope Examples:

a. Before r:
sep[a]rate
temp[e]rature
op[e]rative
elab[o]rate
Aldeb[a]ran
fact[o]ry
adult[e]ry
myst[e]ry
bound[a]ry
fed[e]ral
hind[e]ring
mack[e]rel
lic[o]rice
dogg[e]rel
vig[o]rous
ev[e]ry
mis[e]ry
cent[u]ry
cam[e]ra
mem[o]ry
am[o]rous
cel[e]ry
gen[e]ral
scen[e]ry

Appendix

b. Before 1:
amb[u]latory
ped[a]ling
choc[o]late
awf[u]lly
acidoph[i]lus
jav[e]lin
des[o]late
chanc[e]llor
exc[e]llent
especi[a]lly
fam[i]ly
fin[a]lly
chann[e]ling
intern[a]lly
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c. Before n:
happ[e]ning
op[e]ner
gelat[i]nous
card[i]nal
def[i]nite
marg[i]nal
pers[o]nal
ars[e]nal
larc[e]ny
pris[o]ner
seas[o]nal
traditi[o]nal
nati[o]nal
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